Programmable thermostat wiring diagram

How to wire a thermostat. To wire a thermostat, you must first be aware of the type of system
that you have in your home. The thermostat wiring on these systems can have very similar
wiring properties. But what if you have a system that's a little different like a Heat Pump System,
Then your thermostat is going to be wired a little different as well. First and foremost when you
go to wire a thermostat, if you have any doubt of the type of HVAC system you have and are
uncomfortable with wiring, then I highly recommend using a qualified HVAC service technician
to complete your task. This could save you a lot of unnecessary expenses in the long run. Now
the thermostat circuits I will be covering will consist of the two scenarios I mentioned above.
But an important issue here is that the diagrams and wiring color codes are going to be the
most common standardize method. Always keep in mind that who ever wired your thermostat
may not have followed these procedures and your color codes will not match the following
examples. You will have to determine this before you start disconnecting any of your thermostat
wiring. I would highly recommend that you write down what color wire is going to which
terminal. This way if your color codes don't match the normal code as the chart below indicates,
you can still get a good idea of which wire should go where on your new thermostat. If you're
changing your old style thermostat to a programmable type, then most HVAC systems are
compatible and will work just fine with a programmable unit. But in the case of a Heat Pump
system, You'll really have to do some research to verify that the programmable thermostat will
work. The following is a chart showing the most common terminals and their respective color
codes and what that particular wire is used for in the circuit. Now most thermostat's will not
have all of these termination points but the chart will help you determine color code and
connection points for your particular unit. The diagram below shows how a basic 4-wire
thermostat is connected as indicated by the color code chart above. The diagram shows how
the wiring works. However your connections may seem a little different on the thermostat itself.
Just take a look at the picture below the diagram. Some thermostat units have a dedicated R
terminal and it jumpers to the RC, RH or 4 terminals internally. The W, Y and G terminals should
be pretty straight forward on most all types of thermostat's. The following image is one of the
most popular scenarios today. This type thermostat is relatively easy to connect or change over
to a programmable type thermostat. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the only
difference might be the lack of an "R" connection. Now the following image here represents a
heat pump system thermostat. These types systems are more involved because of the
components associated with the system. Color codes may be different from one household to
another, but generally the concept should be the same. It's going to take a little research on the
owners part to declare what is involved with your heat pump system and verify proper color
codes. If you're changing a heat pump system thermostat to a programmable thermostat, be
sure that the new thermostat is compatible with your style of system. Once that is verified, the
owners manual should be informative enough to complete the change over very easy. Be sure
to check out my Thermostat Store for great bargains on all types of thermostats. I know it for it
a fact. Watch this video for assistance on upgrading or installing a programmable thermostat.
How To Wire It. Here's How. When wiring, each wire should be identified by what terminal s it
connects to, never by color. If you do not know the terminal that each wire connects to, it may
be necessary to go to the HVAC system and look at the designations on the control board. See
the diagram below for what each wire controls on your system:. If you have a dual-fuel system,
or are unsure, it is recommended that you contact a Professional HVAC Contractor to continue.
To protect your equipment, turn off the power at the breaker box or switch that controls your
heating and cooling equipment. To make sure that your system is off, change the temperature
on your existing thermostat so that your system starts heating or cooling. If you don't hear or
feel the system turn on within 5 minutes, the power is off. If you have a digital thermostat that
has a blank display, you can skip this step. Next, remove your existing thermostat from the wall
plate. Most thermostats pull directly off the wall. However, some lift from the bottom and lever
off, and others have a locking tab. The next step is to take a picture of your wiring. When taking
the picture, please make sure that the terminal markings are clearly visible. If you see terminals
labeled A B C, or 1 2 3 then your new thermostat may not be directly compatible, as your system
requires a communicating thermostat. If you see thick, black or red wires then you have a line
voltage system. This type of wiring requires a line voltage thermostat and is not compatible with
low voltage thermostats. If you see wires connected to terminals labeled G1,G2,G3, you will
need a thermostat capable of controlling multiple fan speeds, none of our retail thermostats are
compatible with this system type. What you should typically see is 18 - gauge solid core wire.
The most common configuration is five wires, however you could see as few as two, and as
many as ten. Any wire that is present, but not connected to a terminal you will want to make a
note of, but you will not label these wires. Using the photos that you took, remove each wire one
at time and label it. After you have removed and labeled all wires you can unscrew, remove the

old thermostat wall plate and mount the new thermostat's wall plate. If we recommend placing a
wire in a terminal, do not move it to another terminal if we address it later in the guide. You will
typically have one or two out of those three. If you just have one wire, regardless if it's labeled
RC, it will go into the R terminal, and the jumper connecting terminals R and RC will be in place.
Some thermostats have a jumper switch, some have a metal staple, others may have a plug, and
the jumper may also just be a wire connecting the two terminals. If you have more than one wire
you have a wire labeled R, and another wire labeled Rc for example you can remove any
jumpers between the R and Rc terminals, or push the switch to open the RC terminal so you can
insert a wire. Next, let's talk about the C, or common wire. If you have a Trane model thermostat,
and have a wire labeled X or B refer to your thermostat manual. In some cases, one of those
wires may be your common. If you have a C wire, place it into the C terminal on your wall plate.
A heat pump runs your compressor for both heating and cooling. Locate any unconnected wire
labeled W or W1. Professional Contractor Support Call any of the product support numbers
above and select the 'Contractor' option. How do I wire my thermostat? Last updated. Please
follow the below guide for the basic wiring walkthrough: To protect your equipment, turn off the
power at the breaker box or switch that controls your heating and cooling equipment. Review
your pictures. This type of wiring requires a line voltage thermostat and is not compatible with
low voltage thermostats If you see wires connected to terminals labeled G1,G2,G3, you will need
a thermostat capable of controlling multiple fan speeds, none of our retail thermostats are
compatible with this system type. Now, let's cover wiring configurations. Let's take a look at the
G wire. This wire will go to the G terminal on your new thermostat. Was this article helpful?
Thanks for your feedback! What should we do to improve this article? Message us on Twitter for
help with our products. Connect with an agent for quick assistance. Online chat Offline chat.
Speak directly with an agent for help with our products. Quick Links. Table of Contents. T4 Pro.
Before starting, turn the power off at. Separate the. Mount the Junction Box Adapter to the.
Insert and tighten. Plate Kit. Do not overtighten. See Figure 2. Make sure the Adapter Plate is
level. Attach the UWP by hanging it on the top. Snap the Cover Plate onto the Junction.
Thermostat Honeywell T4 User Manual 16 pages. Precision electronic electric heating
thermostat 6 pages. Pro th series non-programmable digital thermostat 36 pages. Before
starting, turn the power off at the breaker box or switch. Open package to find the UWP. See
Figure 5. Position the UWP on wall. Level and mark hole positions. See Figure 6. Drill holes at
marked positions, and then lightly tap supplied wall anchors into the wall using a hammer. Page
3 Rc terminal, set the slider to the down position 2 wires. Page 5: Thermostat Mounting
Thermostat mounting 1. Push excess wire back into the wall opening. Close the UWP door. It
should remain closed without bulging. Align the UWP with the thermostat, and push gently until
the thermostat snaps in place. Turn the power on at the breaker box or switch. Differential
means how far past the setpoint before switching to the mode selected. Deadband setup is not
an option. This is more advanced than previous thermostats. Partially Locked: User can modify
only temperature settings. Fully Locked: User cannot modify any settings. Press Select to enter
System Test. Or call Honeywell Customer Care toll-free at Pull to remove the thermostat from
the UWP. Home and Building Technologies In the U. Voir la Figure 5. Placer le UWP sur le mur.
Page 17 Montage du thermostat 1. Fermer le couvercle du UWP. Tirer pour retirer le thermostat
du UWP. Antes de comenzar, desconecte el suministro de electricidad en la caja de
interruptores de circuito o el interruptor. Abra el paquete para encontrar la UWP. Consulte la
Figura 1. Coloque la UWP en la pared. Page 29 Montaje del termostato 1. Introduzca el
excedente de cable en la abertura de la pared. Cierre la tapa de la placa de la UWP. Debe
permanecer cerrada sin quedar protuberante. Alinee la UWP con el termostato y presione
suavemente hasta que el termostato calce en su lugar. Presione Select 2 Use seleccionar para
iniciar la prueba del sistema. Page 36 UWP. Print page 1 Print document 36 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Even the most seasoned people who enjoy DIY may come across problems
with wiring a thermostat. I will explain that in a little more detail further down this page. What I
would like you to know is the information detailed below is based on the industry standard, yet
not all thermostats will work this way simply because letters and numbers are used as well as
color. So, this is what you might expect to see in terms of colored wires and what they mean:.
AND it has been recorded by a professional in the industry. Thermostat Center is supported by
our readers. When you purchase an item through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate
commission. Wiring Set-Up Explained What I would like you to know is the information detailed
below is based on the industry standard, yet not all thermostats will work this way simply
because letters and numbers are used as well as color. So, this is what you might expect to see
in terms of colored wires and what they mean: White â€” The white wire is what connects to the
auxiliary heat on your system. Yellow â€” The yellow wire connects to your compressor. Green

â€” The green wire connects to the fan. Orange â€” This wire connects to your heat pump if you
have one. Red â€” Now, there can be two separate wires for this. InspectAPedia tolerates no
conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed
at this website. This article gives a table showing the proper wire connections for Honeywell
brand wall or room thermostats used to control heating or air conditioning equipment. Our page
top sketch, courtesy of Honeywell Controls, illustrates the wiring diagram for a traditional
Honeywell T87F thermostat used for 2-wire single pole single throw control of heating only in a
typical gas-fired heating system. Do not use C, C1 or X wire. Do not use B wire if you already
have O wire. Wrap bare end of wire with electrical tape. This thermostat cannot be used if your
old thermostat had [and used] any two of the following wires: R, RC, RH, 4 and V. Shown here is
the company's orginal traditional T87 round, non-programmable thermostat and its
contemporary, digital replacement that will be wired identically: Honeywell's TC These
thermostat T87F models vary by the operating temperature range they support and a few other
simple features such as the presence or absence of a thermometer. Functionally and for wiring
they are similar. Some thermostats will be supplied with a jumper wire or clip between the
thermostat RH and RC terminal and will not provide a simple R terminal such as the 3M Filtrete.
Connect the red wire t. Remember that ultimately a thermostat is simply an on-off switch, or
provides several on-off functions. But with multiple zone heat, you should expect to provide a
thermostat for each individual zone - else they're not heating zones at all. In a traditional hot
water heating system that does not use the Azel i-Link controller, the first thermostat is wired
directly to an aquastat that controls the first zone; the second two thermostats are wired to
individual circulator relays if individual circulator pumps are used or to individual zone valves if
a single circulator runs the whole system. Where zone valves are used, an end switch closes to
turn on the circulator a logical inclusive OR function with the other zone valves when the zone
valve opens to allow hot water to flow. And the company makes clear that their controller is
compatible with standard thermostats:. ALL - controls are compatible with 2, 3 or 4 wire type
thermostats. Calling Honeywell with the right product number Tel: might produce better results.
Honeywell has done a great job making installation and operations manuals available for their
equipment, but you've got to search with the right product number. Searching the Honeywell
site for the corrected thermostat number delivers a single product that's probably yours, the
Day Programmable Thermostat - RTHB In fact this thermostat is widely sold including at Home
Depot stores, and I've installed and used this very model myself to control an add-on hot water
heating zone and Taco circulator in an older home. According to Honeywell, this thermostat is
compatible with:. Here are details from that manual's instructions for wiring the Honeywell
RTHB Day Programmable Thermostat beginning with the inspection of the existing wires:.
Identify and label each of the existing thermostat wires by using not the wire colors someone
could have made a wire color error and violated convention but rather, identify each existing
thermostat wire by noting the letter next to the old thermostat wiring block terminals where
each wire was connected to a screw. Identify and label the wires that are connected as. If any
wires are not attached to your old thermostat or are attached to a terminal marked C or C1, they
will not be connected to your new thermostat. Wrap the bare metal end of each of these wires
with electrical tape, so it cannot touch and short other wires. Watch out : since here we are
focusing on connections, I am leaving out some important procedure and safety details like
removing and taping each wire end to avoid shorting, etc. Honeywell Day Thermostat Wiring
Table : If the wire labels from your old thermostat hookup don't match the above, Honeywell
offers additional advice that we adapt in table form provided in detail. If the wire labels from
your old thermostat hookup don't match the above, Honeywell offers additional advice that we
adapt in table form:. Be sure that you label the wires before disconnecting them from the old
thermostat, or if you are installing new equipment, identify the incoming wires from the
equipment terminals and its manual. Below are alternative wiring connections for the Honeywell
RTHC thermostat along with an explanation. Watch out : if your wires do not match the above
see several alternative wiring installation hookups on both of the thermostat wiring manuals
given just below. Hi, I have a setup that I think is probably common, at least in the northeast, but
that I found very difficult to get straight. I have a boiler with a hydronic zone valve that controls
two zones. The thermostat I was replacing was an old White-Rogers mercury switch. It's a
3-wire configuration. The new t-stat is Honeywell RTH Both thermostats are wired into the
hydronic valve. The valve connectors are labeled with numbers I had some trouble getting
through to Honeywell support, but I finally succeeded in communicating with someone via the
live chat they offer at the bottom of their help and support page. That worked well. One tip
before using that service: start the chat on a laptop or mobile device; I was on a desktop and
had to run up and down the stairs checking on wiring. I never would have arrived at that on my
own given the information in the t-stat manual and what I've found on the internet, so bravo

Honeywell support person. Thanks Ryan, that will help other readers. I'll keep your comment in
our Honeywell Thermostat Wiring Instructions. I previously had a Source1 tstat. Battery
powered. No issues. I decided to upgrade to a programmable tstat. I went with the honewell TH
The wiring was the same W to white, Y-yellow, and G- green. There was an additional blue wire
that was not used, but i needed now for the 24volt power. I hooked it up on the control board.
Now, as soon as i connect the tstat, the blower kicks on. I have it set to auto. Even if i turn it off,
it still runs. Only way to turn off the blower is to disconnect the tstat or unplug the blower. I
turned the temp up to 80 in my house. Do these units take time to sync, or anything? Should i
let it run longer? Or is my tstat defective? I hooked my old source1 back up and it is fine. In the
Honeywell TH installation manual, as I read the wiring instructions they expect the blue wire to
be operating a reversing valve - for heat pumps. In the thermostat Custom Setup did you make
sure that your thermostat is set for the proper type of heating system:. Each option offers
different choices on the following screens. Note: Touch the orange Help button on any screen
for more information. Number of cooling stages Select 1 Stage default or 2 Stages. Number of
heating stages Select 1 Stage default or 2 Stages. Your fan control Select whether your
thermostat default or heating system controls the fan. I f you are unsure, note which wires you
have connected. Select 1 Stage default or 2 Stages. At left the thermostat wiring diagram
illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a 2-wire application controlling a gas fired
heating appliance. In the Honeywell T87F thermostat series the single pole double throw switch
makes closes one set of contacts when the temperature falls - to turn on the heating appliance.
A second set of contacts will make or close on temperature rise. This second set of contacts is
typically used to operate a cooling or air conditioning system but may also be used to operate
other controls or valves in some heating systems. Above the thermostat wiring diagram
illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a 2-wire application controlling an oil fired
heating appliance. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F
thermostat in a typical 3-wire, open contact, high limit control such as on an oil fired heating
boiler. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a
3-wire application as a spdt single pole double throw switch such as used to control low voltage
motors, electric radiator valves, zone valves. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates the
typical wiring connections when installing a Honeywell RTH or similar programmable room
thermostat. Be sure to identify and label the existing thermostat wires before disconnecting
them from the terminals on the old thermostat you are replacing. Watch out : existing
thermostat wires that will not be used in the new thermostat installation, such as wires attached
to C or C1 terminals on the old thermostat should have their ends taped so as not to
accidentally touch and short other thermostat wires or connectors. Need More help? Call
Honeywell at for assistance with your Honeywell thermostat. Honeywell Series 10 controllers
such as the Honeywell R19A use a simple relay and built-in transformer and one or more line
voltage contactors. The No. The "coil" shown may be a magnetic coil that pulls in the armature
of the No. The holding contact closes when the coil is energized. In this sketch from a Honey
Heating Control Handbook the thermostat has been satisfied both contacts are open and the
system is not calling for heat. On a drop in temperature the flexible blade makes the white
contact, and subsequently connects the stiff blade. On a rise in temperature the contacts break
or open in the opposite order. Understanding the wiring details of series 10 controls and
circuits can help us diagnose heating and cooling system operating snafus. Here are more
examples from the Handbook. Even when the wire itself is not easy to decode or see color, you
should see an r and a w on the wiring base. Since it's alternating current or AC it shouldn't be
critical. Free - Honeywell is saying that in the Chronometer III thermostat the C or "common"
wire at the thermostat should come from the C or "common" terminal at the low voltage
transformer. That's wiring coming through the wall from your heating system or its transformer.
Is there a way to jumper that with one of the 4 wires I have? On by mod - Old thermostat has an
O wire, new thermostat does have O port. The new thermostat ought to include a wiring
instruction that tells you where that wire goes on their model. Old thermostat has an O wire,
new thermostat does have O port. What should I do? Bruce If your dad's wall thermostat is
controlling both heat and air conditioning still most digital Honeywell thermostats will work just
fine and any model will include specific wiring connection instructions for the R W Y O G and
Black wires in your existing setup. On by mod - Honeywell thermostat for home, model: RTH I
need to be clear that I don't understand your exact situation, in part because I don't know what
thermostat wiring is present in your home. Some thermostat systems, in fact most but not all of
them, rely on the 24 volt power provided by the thermostat circuit. I have encountered
thermostats the only operated off of battery power because voltage wasn't being delivered by
the thermostat circuit. I purchased a Honeywell thermostat for home, model: RTH With normal
installation procedure, when I remove the batteries, the system appears to stop working. I

assumed that batteries were only a back-up system in case of temporary electricity outage. Am I
wrong? Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the
Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below
may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software
as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator.
Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! See Note 1 in the table above. Connected to the R terminal
in the room thermostat. W White White wire coming to the thermostat from the heater, connect
to the W terminal in the thermostat. Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is
loading comments The book provides comprehensive coverage of wiring and technical
specifications, and now includes increased coverage of combination boilers, recently
developed control features and SEDBUK Seasonal Efficiency of Domestic Boilers in the UK
boilers ratings, where known. In addition to providing concise details of nearly different boilers
fuelled by electric, gas, oil and solid fuel, and over programmers and time swit
maserati quattroporte maintenance schedule
2004 dodge stratus repair manual
ford f250 fuel filter location
ches, this invaluable resource also features numerous easy-to-understand wiring diagrams
with notes on all definitive systems. Brief component descriptions are provided, along with
updated contact and website details for most major manufacturers. Tel: Email: info
carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and
report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners
operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the
back of the volume. For Honeywell Wall TF type Thermostats Connect the blue wire coming to
the thermostat from the heater or air conditioner. Red wire coming to the thermostat from the
heater. White wire coming to the thermostat from the heater, connect to the W terminal in the
thermostat. Watch out : For Honeywell Wall TF type Thermostats connect the white wire coming
to the thermostat from the heater or air conditioner to the Y terminal, not the W terminal.

